
 Application story

Streamlining EV charging station 

operations with IIoT solutions
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Project scope
The global Electric Vehicle (EV) market is in  rapid growth 
over the past decade. The governmental and local EV 
purchasing policies and incentives are created to tackle 
climate change by cutting down the CO2 emissions.

In 2020 3.1 million EVs were sold globally; amounting to 
4.7% of all the purchased passenger cars. According to 
the market analytics estimate, the EV sale will continue to 
rise and is expected to represent nearly half (48%) of all 
passenger cars sold globally by 2030.

The expensive EV technology requires high maintenance, 
and when buying an EV, there are many considerations 
depending on the buyer’s driving habits and needs. EV 
driving range is an essential factor that has different 
standards. Consumers and vehicle manufacturers rely on 
the standards to buy and sell EVs; sometimes, the driving 
range issue will hamper product deployment.

Currently, government policies and subsidies are among 
the significant causes driving the growth of the electric 
vehicle charging infrastructure market. The private sector, 
automobile manufacturers, utilities, and power companies 
follow the market trend to increase the EV charger 
infrastructure density and impact the EV market's expansion 
speed. The energy sector is in great need of EV charging 
solutions that are flexible, reliable, and easy to use.
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Project challenges/goals
When developing or improving the charging infrastructure, 
innovators and start-ups in the Energy sector often face 
challenges such as:

• It takes time for customers to change mind on buying an 
electric vehicle.

• Consumers have the “range anxiety.”

• Current EV charging options are limited and expensive.

• The charging infrastructure needs to be furnished with a 
high density of EV chargers.

• The EV charging time needs to be fast.

• Too many different charging technologies cause 
uncertainty.

• Who will pay for the EV charger station?

Beijer Electronics’ robust, industry-grade products and 
solutions offer proven performance from a wide range of 
rugged, industrial applications. Our EV Charger products 
and solutions are designed to accomplish the following 
goals:

Status monitoring and 
notifications
Communicate with the controller of 
the EV charger connected to all the 
sensors and actuators, and send alarm 
notifications to engineers via email or 
SMS.

Personalized user 
experience
Get battery ID for query user’s driving 
information from the Cloud or Edge 
server to show the interactive data and 
advertisement on display for better 
user experience.

Remote upgrade 

Provide remote upgrade system 
function to reduce the on-site 
maintenance effort.

ID
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EV control center

EV charging station

Solution overview
Beijer Electronics’ IIoT solutions allow the EV charger 
infrastructure and management system to have fully flexible 
data integration with the regional management center via 
Cloud or Edge computing.

The Smart HMI Interface of Beijer Electronics’ EV Charger 
IIoT solutions supports comprehensive controller protocols 
and built-in OPC UA Server & Client that meet most IT 

connectivity requirements. The Smart Interface offers 
optimized storage, computation, network, virtualization, 
and application through CSV, FTP, Web services, SQL 
connectivity. And the interface provides .Net framework with 
C# script for proprietary protocol development or specific 
functions.

Beijer Electronics is a global HMI software leader. Our HMIs 
are installed in many EV charging stations around the world, 
providing drivers with robust and reliable OT digitization on 
the EV charger displays. 

The regional management center can communicate with 
each distributed Smart Interface to manage the EV charger 
status, charged time, and customer payment record.
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Electric Vehicle

• Driving information
• Vehicle average speed
• Driven distance
• Maintenance information
• Diagnosis records

EV Charger

• Power management
   (voltage, currency, consumption)
• Asset monitoring
• Environmental monitoring
• Payment & billing
• Security system

• Data collection & integration
• Information & UI
• System integration
• Fault detection
• Alarm noti�cation
• Performance analysis
• Real-time monitoring & control
• Remote maintenance and upgrade

Location
Remote Access

• Search location
• Search availability

Case study
Electric Vehicle Charging Station
• Industry/segment: Green Energy

• Model: X2 extreme 15 HP

• Number of units: 10,000+

• Location: United States

Winning points: 

• Scalability

• Flexibility

• Rugged environment to -30⁰C 

• 5H hardness touch

AC/DC Charger 
• Industry/segment: Green Energy

• Model: X2 pro 10

• Number of units: 2,000+

• Location: worldwide

AC Charger (7kw-40kw) DC charger (20kw-200kw)

Charge time
Slow charging 
8-10 hours to fill 80% battery

Fast charging 
1-2 hours to fill 80% battery

Input voltage AC 220V DC 480V

Location Home, community parking lot, office building
Hotel, mall, public station, bus station, highway 
station

Spec requirement RFID reader, simple UI
RFID reader, remote monitor & control, online 
payment system, Ethernet-based

Display
Adopt 4.3”-5” low-cost UART TFT module or LED 
indicator (no display)

Adopt 7”-10” low-cast HMI or UART TFT
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X2 extreme
X2 extreme panels are certified by all major classification societies. Designed to perform 
in rugged outdoor environments and in hazardous areas where gases, vapors and dust are 
present. Extended environmental capabilities include operating temperatures from -30°C 
to +70°C, high vibrations and high-pressure wash-downs.

Industrial data communication
Our world-leading IP-based communication products include managed and unmanaged 
Ethernet switches with PoE, wireless LAN access points, cellular routers and gateways 
and solutions for remote access. All made to endure industrial settings, and work in the 
harshest environments.

Display solutions
Custom rugged display with full range of screen size(7”~65”), with 
optional solutions to deal with solar radiation and outdoor ambient 
conditions; such as UV protection, wide ambient temperature operation 
(-35°C~85°C), vandalism prevention and sunlight readability.

Our offer goes far beyond the basic LCD ODM solution, we can tailor the 
industrial design and all the elements, including AD board, single board 
computer, light sensor, RFID, Wifi module, etc. And finally complete the 
assembly to secure that you can have a complete tested and ready-to-
use display solution matching your requirements.

iX software
iX empowers you with modern tools to communicate. The HMI software combines top-
class graphics and smarter functions that provide intuitive operation on the spot. Not to 
mention the almost limitless connectivity to your other equipment through the extensive 
list of drivers.

Customized
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Why Beijer Electronics
Your partner for user-friendly stations.

When you partner with Beijer Electronics you work together with a company that offers global 
coverage with a local presence – one that has than 40 years of experience and expertise in 
display systems and data communication. Industries benefitting from our technologies include 
infrastructure, marine, energy, and manufacturing. Our products and services are available wherever 
you are, backed up by skilled Field Application Engineers. When you develop reliable, quality 
equipment from the start it operates for longer before being recycled or sending to landfills.

Operator 
communication
Create leading, interactive, 
user-experiences for any 
environment enabled by 
strong, stylish, smart HMIs 
and open software.

Automation 
solutions
Accomplish advanced 
automation challenges 
through smart open, 
industry solutions to reduce 
complexity and engineering 
time.

Digitalization 

Accelerate automation 
solutions with digitalization 
via smart cloud and web 
based solutions, services 
and easy-to-use tools.

Display solutions 

Match your electrical and 
mechanical challenges 
with customized LCD 
display modules, for a fully 
integrated and flexible 
solution.

Companies that work with us
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About Beijer Electronics
Beijer Electronics is a multinational, cross-industry innovator that connects people 
and technologies to optimize processes for business-critical applications. Our 
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